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Abstract—When liquid presents between solid contact 
hydrophilic surfaces, the formed macro/micro menisci cause 
inherit adhesive force due to surface tension. Such adhesive force 
may lead high friction and adhesion and cause system failure of 
many mechanical systems, and thus liquid caused high adhesion 
is one of the major limit factors to many micro/nano devices 
having contact surfaces with relative motion. In this study, the 
involved forces such as meniscus force were modeled, separation 
processes were numerical simulated and analyzed. Various 
liquids, such as water and commonly used liquid lubricants, were 
used. Informative results and insights of the separation of 
hydrophilic solid surfaces from liquid were obtained and 
presented. 

Keywords—Meniscus force; solid-liquid interaction; adhesion; 
viscous force 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

When liquid presents at the contact interface of two 
surfaces, menisci may form around the contacting and near 
contacting asperities due to surface energy effect of a thin 
liquid film as shown in Fig. 1. When liquid mediated contact 
is considered, the formed menisci are the center of interest. 
The geometric description of the meniscus is the meniscus 
curve. It forms between the upper and lower surfaces of the 
liquid when the two surface are brought into contact. The 
shape of the meniscus is determined by the liquid and solid 
properties. In some cases, the liquid spreads evenly on the 
surface, and sometimes it forms into tiny droplets. Liquid 
spreading evenly on the surface with maximizing contact 
angle is known as hydrophilic phenomenon and liquid causing 
droplet is known as hydrophobic phenomenon. The meniscus 
is convex for a hydrophobic surface, and it is concave for a 
hydrophilic surface. Attractive force (meniscus force) acts on 
the interference for hydrophilic surfaces in contact and 
repulsive meniscus force for hydrophobic surfaces [1-3]. The 
angles formed between the meniscus curve and the contact 
surfaces are called contact angles as shown in Fig. 2. The 
contact angel can be measured through the liquid where a 
liquid/gas interface meets the solid surface with Sessile drop 
technique. The contact angle is an important indicator of the 
contacting system. For a multi-phase solid, such as liquid and 
gas system under certain conditions (i.e. different pressures 
and temperatures), the equilibrium of the system (represented 
by the unique contact angles) reflects the strength or energy 

level of the materials. The formation of the menisci around the 
contacting and near contacting surface asperities are due to the 
effect of the surface energy of the liquid film.  

 
Fig. 1. Schematics of menisci formed between liquid mediated contact [2, 3] 

 

 
Fig. 2.  Schematics of the meniscus curvature and contact angles at the 
contact interface of liquid mediated sphere-on-flat contact [4] 
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When separate two liquid mediated contacting surfaces, 
meniscus and viscous forces have been believed to be the 
major contributors to the adhesion involved in the process. 
Many studies have been carried out to study the separation of 
liquid mediated contact. Cai and Bushan [1-3] developed 
models (CB model) and studied the separation of two flat-on-
flat surfaces and sphere-on-flat surfaces. In the CB model, 
various design parameters, such as contact angle, initial 
separation height, surface tension and liquid viscosity, have 
been investigated. More importantly, it has been found that the 
role of the involved meniscus and viscose forces changes 
when a so called critical meniscus area is reached. 

Various factors need to be considered in order to 
characterize the involved forces for separating two liquid 
mediated surfaces. The effects of separation distance, initial 
meniscus height, separation time, and roughness have been 
studied by S. Cai and B. Bhushan [2, 3]. As one of the major 
factors in liquid mediated contact, the contact angle, has been 
studied intensively. The study on adhesion contributed by 
meniscus and viscous forces during the separation of two 
hydrophilic smooth surfaces with symmetric and asymmetric 
contact angles were carried out. In their study, a critical 
meniscus area was first identified and defined as the meniscus 
area at which the meniscus and viscous forces change role. It 
was found that the increasing in separation distance led to the 
meniscus forces to decrease but the integrative viscous force 
(needed to be overcome) to increase. The increase in both 
initial meniscus height (for rough surfaces) and surface 
roughness led to an increasing in meniscus force, but it did not 
affect the viscous force significantly [3]. 

Meniscus force contributes to an intrinsic adhesion due to 
the formed menisci. During the separation of contacting 
surfaces, the viscosity of the liquid causes an additional 
attractive force (a rate dependent viscous force). Both 
meniscus and viscous forces cause to an adhesive force during 
the separation. During the surface contact and when separation 
operation of two contact surfaces is needed, adhesion due to 
the meniscus and viscous force is one of the major reliability 
issues. The issue becomes severer when the applied load is 
small (which is common) for micro or nanoparticle devices. 
The force required separating two surfaces dependent on the 
total force of both meniscus and viscous forces. It has been 
found that this type of adhesive force is highly dependent on 
the formed meniscus area, separation time, and surface tension 
and viscosity of the liquid. Since friction and wear are closely 
connected with the phenomenon of adhesion so the role of 
adhesion is important and we can take advantages of it with 
insight understanding in many applications [5]. 

In this paper, the critical meniscus area at which meniscus 
and viscous force changing roles are characterized. The factors 
of liquid properties (such as surface tension and viscosity), 
initiate surface separation distance (meniscus height) etc. are 
studies. 

II. MODELING OF THE FORCES 

To study the separation of liquid mediated contact from the 
liquid meniscus, a flat-on-flat model (as shown in Fig. 3) is 
used.  

 

Fig. 3.  Schematic of separation of flat-on-flat from a liquid meniscus 

A. Meniscus force 

First, Meniscus forming between the two flat surfaces due 
to a surface tension γ resulting in pressure difference Δp (which 
is often referred to as capillary pressure or Laplace pressure) is 
given by the Laplace equation [6].  
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where, r1 is the meniscus radius as shown in Fig. 1a, and r2 
is another radius of the meniscus in the orthogonal plane to the 
plane r1 belonging to (not shown in Fig. 3a). 

It is noticed that one may neglect the surface tension 
contribution when  the initial meniscus neck radius x0 >> r1 is 
true. If r2 >> r1 does not hold, r2 may be replaced with the 
difference between xc, the center coordinate of the meniscus 
curve, and r1. Thus, 

12 rxr c   [7]. 

The meniscus height h can be calculated based on the 
geometric configurations as shown in Fig. 3 for flat-on-flat 
case [8],  
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where rk is the so called Kelvin radius and can be obtained 
from Kelvin equation using thermodynamics law. Thus, 
meniscus height is related to meniscus force. For a circular 
meniscus [1],   
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where xn is the meniscus neck radius  
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                                     (4)  

and it varies during separation. 
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B. Viscous Force 

Viscous force occurs due to the viscosity of the liquid 
when separating two bodies within a short time. During the 
separation, The pressure inside the meniscus bridge consists of 
horizontal pressure gradients, whereas the pressure is assumed 
constant in any vertical plane inside a meniscus bridge, and at 
the outside of a meniscus ring r = rb (liquid-air interfacial 
boundary, which is exposed in ambient), the 
pressure bb prp )( , the ambient pressure.  

Based on Reynolds’ lubrication equation with cylindrical 
coordinate system [9]  
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The pressure difference in and outside the meniscus can be 
found by integrating the lubrication equation. 
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The average pressure difference between the center and the 
outside boundary of the meniscus which can be found as  
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Thus, the viscous force can be calculated by using the 
average pressure difference [1]. 
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where ts is the time to separate two bodies, and hs the break 
point and h0 the initial gap between the two flat surfaces. 

C. Curvature of the meniscus During Separation 

During the separation of contact surfaces, it is assumed 
that the meniscus curvature remains circular since the 
separation time is small which is the case for many devices. 
The actual viscous force can drop very fast if the time to 
separate is long. Thus the effects of thermal and  gravitation 
interference are believed to be negligible. 

For arc shaped meniscus, the shape function may be 
expressed as          

              222 )()( ryyxx cmc                           (9) 

During the separation, the boundary conditions showed in 
Fig. 3 are implemented and conservation of the liquid volume 
is satisfied with the assumptions. The meniscus force at an 
instant simulation step depends on the corresponding instant 
curvature, which relies on the instant values of xni, ri, and the 
center coordinate xci of a meniscus while separating. These 
values can be found by using the meniscus profile with given 
initial conditions and boundary conditions. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In the simulation, two flat surfaces were separated from a 
liquid meniscus. The meniscus curvatures are generated based 
on an initial h0 = 2 nm for the case of separating two flat 
surfaces. An initial meniscus radius of 100 nm is used. 
meniscus and viscous forces were calculated during separation 
based on various initial meniscus heights from 2 nm to 6 nm. 
Meniscus heights from 2 μm to 6 μm are also used to calculate 
the critical meniscus areas (at which meniscus and viscous 
forces may dominate each other). The critical area as a 
function of initial liquid thicknesses (meniscus height) was 
identified. 

Fig. 4 shows an example of instant meniscus curvatures 
during separating two parallel flat surfaces. Meniscus and 
viscous forces are calculated based on the instant curvatures 
during separation. Supposing meniscus breaks at zero 
meniscus neck radius. Thus at the break point, the forces 
disappear. The force needed to overcome a meniscus force is 
the meniscus force occurred at the initial point, whereas the 
force needed to overcome a viscous force (due to viscosity) 
equals the force resulting from the break of a meniscus bridge 
(which occurs at the break point). 

The effects of separation distance to the meniscus and 
viscous forces can be observed in Figs. 5. Both meniscus force 
and viscous force exhibit a rapidly changing rate at the 
beginning. The larger rate change in the force at the beginning 
of separation is due to the larger rate change in volume at the 
beginning and becomes gradual thereafter (Fig. 4), and a 
larger volume change rate leads to a relatively larger decrease 
of the pressure difference (separation at a constant speed). It is 
also noticed that meniscus force decreases with separation 
distance, whereas viscous force has an opposite trend. This 
indicates that either of the two forces can be dominant during 
separation.  

It is noticed that a larger meniscus area leads to larger 
meniscus and viscous forces. This can be easily observed from 
the results. 

 

Fig. 4.  Meniscus curvature during separation 
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Fig. 5 below shows also both meniscus force and viscous 
force versus meniscus area, and the viscous force was 
calculated at a separation time 0.1 μs. The results show that 
the increase in meniscus area leads to large magnitude 
increase of the two forces. It is observed that viscous force is 
even more sensitive to meniscus area. The increase in viscous 
force with meniscus area is much faster than meniscus force 
does, and the opposite is also true. At a fixed separation time ts, 
the two types of forces are comparable when a critical 
meniscus area is reached. 

 

Fig. 5.  Meniscus and viscous forces during separation for various initial 
meniscus heights and contact angles. 

A continuous increase in meniscus area will result in much 
higher viscous force (as compared to meniscus force). These 
trends indicate that either of the two forces can be dominant 
dependent on the size of the meniscus area. The roles of the 
two forces largely depend on the size of the meniscus. Viscous 
force is dominate for a meniscus size larger than the critical 
one, and vice versa. Thus, one effective way to minimize the 
two forces is to minimize the meniscus area. One may neglect 

viscous force when meniscus area is small enough for a given 
separation time. But on the contrary, neglecting a viscous 
force for a big meniscus may lead to an underestimation of a 
total force needed to separate the two surfaces from liquid 
mediated contacts. 

For the case of separating two parallel flat surfaces, it is 
shown that a lower meniscus height leads to a larger meniscus 
and viscous forces, and the increase in h0 leads to a decrease 
of the two forces. This is because, at a fixed meniscus area, a 
higher h0 results in a larger Kelvin radius and lower pressure 
difference Δp, and thus, corresponds to lower forces. 

The results also show that both forces increase with the 
increase in meniscus area. Whereas, the one with smaller 
initial meniscus height increases much faster as compared to 
the others having larger meniscus heights. The initial meniscus 
height affects the critical area as well. At a given separation 
time ts, a larger initial meniscus height corresponds to a larger 
critical meniscus area at which both forces are comparable. 
This is because a larger initial meniscus height leads to a much 
faster decrease of  viscous force as compared to meniscus 
force, thus a larger meniscus area is needed for the viscous 
force to become comparable to meniscus force. Also, since the 
increase in the meniscus area and the increase in meniscus 
height lead to opposite effects to the change of forces, no 
surprising to observe only trivial changes in forces if both 
increase simultaneously. 

Critical meniscus area as a function of initial separation 
heights from 2 nm to 6 nm, and liquid surface tension and 
viscosity are presented in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. For the calculation, 
the initial liquid properties were taken from silicon oil, 
γo=0.0633 N/m and ηo =0.4860 Ns/m2. 


Fig. 6.  Relationship between meniscus force and critical  meniscus area with 
contact angles ɵ1= ɵ2=60o, constant η (0.4860 N-s/m2) for separation time = 1s, 
Note: γo=0.0633 N/m (Silicon Oil). 

Fig. 6 shows the effects of initial meniscus height and 
surface tension to the critical meniscus area in a dimensional 
analysis. It is observed that for a constant initial meniscus 
height, the critical meniscus area (at which meniscus force 
equals the viscous force) increases with the increase in liquid 
surface tension. The lower initial meniscus height has a 
smaller critical meniscus area. In addition, the rate increase in 
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critical meniscus area is also smaller for a lower initial 
meniscus height. This conforms the observation made 
previously. These observations indicate that viscous force may 
be likely to take a dominate role if initial meniscus height is 
smaller. 

Fig. 7 shows the effects of initial meniscus height and 
viscosity to the critical meniscus area in a dimensionless 
analysis.  

 

Fig. 7.  Dimensionless meniscus force and critical meniscus area with 
contact angles ɵ1=   ɵ2=60o, constant γ (0.0633 N/m) for separation time =1s 
for various viscosity (ηo =0.4860 Ns/m2 (Silicon Oil)) 

In the analysis, the critical meniscus area was normalized 
to the initial meniscus area; and the dimensionless meniscus 
force was normalized to the initial static meniscus force. From 
the results, it is observed that the critical meniscus area, the 
critical meniscus area decreases with the increase in liquid 
viscosity for the cases the surface tension maintaining constant 
for a constant initial meniscus height. This is due to the more 
rapid increase in viscous force when the viscosity of the liquid 
is higher. Thus, the viscous force can dominate at smaller 
critical meniscus area. It is also noticed that the lower initial 
meniscus height has a smaller critical meniscus area. In 
addition, the rate decrease in critical meniscus area is also 
smaller for a lower initial meniscus height when the liquid 
viscosity is increased. These are similar to that observed in Fig. 
6. The difference between the case of change in surface 
tension and change in viscosity is that the critical meniscus 
area increases with surface tension but decreases with 
viscosity.  

From Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, a new observation can also be 
identified. The relationship between the critical meniscus area 
and the forces exhibits a nonlinear relationship when the 
surface tension of the liquid changes. For the change in  
viscosity, the relationship between the critical meniscus area 
and the forces exhibits a linear-like relationship. 

IV. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

The analyses show that both meniscus force and viscous 
force are largely dependent on the separation distance. Both 

forces exhibit a rapid changing rate at the beginning. Meniscus 
force decreases with separation while viscous force has an 
opposite trend. The value of initial separation plays an 
important role affecting the break point and the magnitudes of 
the two forces. 

Meniscus area significantly affects the magnitudes of the 
meniscus and viscous forces. Viscous force increases (with 
increase meniscus area) much faster as compared to meniscus 
force. The increase or decrease in the meniscus area can 
change the roles the two types of forces. For a fixed separation 
time ts, the two types of forces are comparable when a critical 
meniscus area is reached. Larger or smaller value of the 
meniscus area leads to either viscous or meniscus force to be 
the dominant force of the system.  

Initial meniscus height affects the role of the meniscus and 
viscous forces. The increase in the meniscus height leads to 
both meniscus force and viscous force decrease. Viscous force 
becomes dominant at relatively larger meniscus area when the 
initial meniscus height is larger.  

Critical meniscus area (at which meniscus and viscous 
forces switch roles) changes with not only the initial meniscus 
height but also the liquid properties. Initially lower meniscus 
height with larger liquid viscosity leads to smaller critical 
meniscus area. Thus the viscous force can be a dominant force 
even though the liquid meniscus is very small. 

When control of interfacial adhesion (due to liquid 
mediates contacting solid surfaces) is needed, the roles of the 
involved meniscus and viscous forces need to be determined. 
To effectively control the adhesion, the factors such as the 
initial separation height (of the two surfaces), the type of 
liquid, the formed meniscus area etc. all need to be considered.  
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